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CELL BIOLOGY - CLUTCH
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CONCEPT: DNA TRANSCRIPTION
● Transcription is the process that changes DNA into RNA
□ RNA polymerase is the class of enzymes that ___________________________________ DNA
RNA polymerase

Prokaryotes

All RNA

RNA polymerase I

Eukaryotes

Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) – forms ribosomes

RNA polymerase II

Eukaryotes

Messenger RNA (mRNA) – formed proteins

RNA polymerase III

Eukaryotes

Transfer RNA (tRNA) – assist in protein creation

□ Transcription uses ________________ strand of DNA as a template to produce a single stranded RNA
- Prokaryotes are polycistronic, meaning a single RNA can encode for many genes
- Eukaryotes are monocistronic, meaning, a single RNA usually encodes for only one gene
□ RNA polymerase (1 mistake every 104 nucleotides) is not as accurate as DNA polymerase (10 7 nucleotides)
EXAMPLE: Model of monocistronic and polycistronic transcripts

Monocistronic
Gene 1

Polycistronic
Gene 1

Gene 2

Gene 3
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Transcription Initiation
● The transcription start site tells ________________________________________________ where to start transcribing
□ A promoter sequence is a specific set of nucleotides that RNA polymerase binds to in order to start transcription
- Can lie upstream (TATA promoter) or downstream (DPE-driven promoter) of the gene start
- Other sequences, upstream of the promoter also control gene transcription
- Proximal Control Elements: Located 100-200 nucleotides upstream
- Enhancers: Can be located 1000s nucleotides away – upstream or downstream
- Composed of a consensus sequence or common version of a conserved sequence that has variation
□ The polymerase finds the promoter because the promoter gives the helical _________________ unique features
- Promoter has polarity, meaning it positions the RNA on only one strand in one direction
EXAMPLE: Model of a promoter (3) and enhancer (2) recruiting proteins for the transcription of the gene (4)

□ The sigma factor region of prokaryotic RNA polymerase recognizes the promoter RNA
□ Transcription factors bind the promoter and _______________________ RNA polymerase II in eukaryotes
- There are two main sequences that control promoter initiation
- The TATA box (contains T and A nucleotides) is bound by TFIID
- The Inr initiation sequence can be used in a promoter with or without a TATA box
- The transcription initiation complex is the collection of proteins at the promoter – recruited by TFIID
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- The collection of proteins differs for each gene (and can contain over 100 protein subunits)
- TFIIH contains protein kinase, which adds a phosphate to RNA polymerase and activates transcription
- After transcription begins the transcription factors ______________________________ the promoter
- Mediators are proteins that help communication between RNA polymerase and transcription
□ Transcription initiation by RNA polymerase I and III differs from that of II
- Have additional types of promoters and transcription factors
EXAMPLE: The main promoter element’s location and consensus sequence on a DNA region

Transcription Elongation
● Once initiated, RNA polymerase works to ____________________________________ the RNA transcript
□ Proteins traveling with RNA polymerase (TFIIH), open up the DNA strand for transcription
- 12-14 base pairs are open at one time
□ RNA polymerase ____________________ phosphodiester bonds between ribonucleotides during transcription
- Energetically favorable, because it releases two phosphates
- One nucleotide is added at a time (~1000 nucleotides a minute)
□ Elongation factors are proteins that travel with RNA polymerase to keep it attached to the DNA while it’s moving
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EXAMPLE: Phosphodiester bonds between nucleotides

□ RNA polymerase ____________________ RNA transcription in a 5’ to 3’ direction (binds to a 3’ template and moves 5’)

EXAMPLE: RNA polymerase transcribing 5’ to 3’ transcript

RNA transcript
5'

3'

Coding

5'
3'

RNAP

3'
5'

Template
DNA
RNAP

Transcription Termination
● Once RNA polymerases stops when it reaches a terminator, which is a stop site for transcription
□ The phosphates on its tail are ____________________________ by protein phosphatases
□ The newly de-phosphorylated (with phosphates removed) polymerase is free to start transcription again
EXAMPLE: RNA polymerase ends transcription once reaching the terminator sequence
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RNA transcript
5'

3'

Termination
Sequence

5'
3'

3'

RNAP
P

5'
Template

DNA
RNAP

P

PRACTICE
1. Transcription initiation requires many factors, which of the following is not one of them?
a. RNA polymerase
b. Mediator
c. Inr initiation sequence
d. Elongation factors
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2. Is polycistronic mRNA found in prokaryotic transcription or eukaryotic transcription?
a. Prokaryotic
b. Eukaryotic

3. Transcription occurs in which of the following directions?
a. 5’ to 3’
b. 3’ to 5’
c. 3’ to 3’
d. 5’ to 5’
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4. When RNA polymerase reaches a terminator, what happens?
a. It immediately falls off the DNA sequence
b. It is marked by a protein that removes it from the DNA
c. Phosphates are removed from the polymerase tail, which cause it to remove from the DNA
d. It remains on the DNA strand, but does not transcribe

5. True or False: Both strands of the DNA are transcribed to create a protein.
a. True
b. False
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CONCEPT: mRNA PROCESSING
● After transcription, eukaryotic pre-mRNA, which is a newly transcribed mRNA, must be processed to become mRNA
□ Processing occurs in the _________________________ and is required before moving to the cytosol
- Distinguishes mRNA from other RNAs
- Exosomes are a protein complex that degrades RNA that isn’t in the final mRNA form
□ The C-terminal domain of RNA polymerase II carries _____________________ responsible for RNA processing
- RNA polymerases I and III lack this domain, and so their transcripts do not undergo the same processing
□ Processing occurs during transcription
□ Heterogeneous ribonucleoprotein particles (hnRNPs) are formed by RNA binding to numerous proteins
- Prevent RNA from forming secondary structures
EXAMPLE: Simple drawing of the RNA polymerase II C-terminal domain
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5’ RNA Capping
● RNA capping occurs at the 5’ end of the transcript
□ Three enzymes work to cap the 5’ end of the transcript with a special ______________________ guanine
- Phosphatase removes phosphate from 5’ end
- Guanyl transferases add a guanine mono-phosphate (GMP) in a unique way (binds 5’ to 5’)
- Methyl transferases add a methyl group to the guanine at position 7 on the ribose sugar ring
□ 5’ capping occurs after RNA polymerase has transcribed ~25 nucleotides of RNA
□ Prevents enzymes that _________________________ RNA (RNAses) from destroying the transcript
EXAMPLE: The 5’ cap structure
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3’ Polyadenylation
● RNA poyladenylation (addition of repeating A nucleotides) occurs at the 3’ end of the transcript
□ RNA is ______________________________ at a specific sequence
- Two cleavage signal sequences exist: AAUAAA (upstream) and a GU rich region (downstream)
- Cleavage stimulatory factors interact with the GU sequence (CPSF and CStF)
□ The poly-A polymerases (PAP) begins adding a linear sequence of adenine nucleotides to the cleavage site
- Begins at an AU rich site located at end of cleavage site
- First 12 As are slowly assembled, but then the next 200-250 go much faster
- Requires no template
EXAMPLE: Polyadenylation signals at the 3’ end of the transcript
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Overview of RNA Splicing
● Introns (non coding segments) must be ______________________________ from the pre-mRNA
□ RNA splicing removes introns from pre-mRNA
- Introns vary greatly in size, but exons (coding sequences) average 150 nucleotides long
□ Introns contain specific sequences between 30-40 nucleotides long that ____________________ for splicing
- 5’ splice site begins with a GU sequence (more common) or AU sequence (less common)
- 3’ splice site ends with an AG sequence (more common) or AC sequence (less common
- Branch point are special sequences located several dozen nucleotides upstream from 3’ end
□ Improper splicing accounts for 15% of genetic disorders
EXAMPLE: Overview of RNA splicing

□ The spliceosome complex is responsible for splicing most RNA
- Composed of small nuclear RNA (snoRNA), which are divided into five groups (U1, U2, U4, U5, U6)
- The small nuclear ribonucleotproteins (snRNPs) are formed by 6-10 splicing proteins bind to snoRNAs
- The snRNPs form ______________________ of spliceosome and recognize the splice sequences
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7 Steps of Splicing
1. The snRNP (U1 snoRNA) binds to the mRNA at the 5’ splice site

2. A snRNP (U2 snoRNA) binds to the branch point sequence

3. Other proteins are recruited to form the full spliceosome complex

4. The pre-mRNA is cleaved at 5’ splice site and looped to the branch point sequence (called lariat)
5. The pre-mRNA is cleaved at 3’ splice site by a transesterfication reaction

6. The two exon ends are joined together

7. The exon junction complex is recruited to the newly joined exons to assist in nuclear export
□ RNA-RNA rearrangements occur during most of these steps
- Interaction between the RNA and spliceosome are disrupted and differently reformed
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Splicing Forms
● Self-splicing introns can splice ____________________________________ a spliceosome
□ These introns fold into complex secondary structures
□ Introns contain specific sequences between 30-40 nucleotides long that signal for splicing
- 5’ splice site begins with a GU sequence (more common) or AU sequence (less common)
● Regulation of _____________________________________________ is a form of regulating of gene expression
□ Alternative splicing combines different combinations of exons to create different forms of the same protein
□ Condensed chromatin can slow the rate of transcription and pre-mRNA processing
- Exon skipping can occur if the process is moving quickly
- Specific histone modifications can recruit proteins to RNA to control transcription or processing
EXAMPLE: Model of alternative splicing
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RNA Editing
● RNA editing changes or alters the pre-mRNA nucleotide sequence
□ Can insert or remove multiple nucleotides in a pre-mRNA transcript
□ Deamination (remove an amino group) of specific nucleotides can occur
- Uridine forms from a deaminated cytosine
- Inosine forms from a deaminated adenine
□ Guide RNAs control RNA editing
EXAMPLE: RNA editing results in the addition of multiple Uracil’s to the transcript
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PRACTICE
1. Which of the following is NOT a processing event pre-mRNA undergoes to become mRNA?
a. The addition of an extended sequence of repeating A nucleotides at the 3’ end of the transcript
b. The addition of a methylated guanine at the 5’ end of the transcript
c. Splicing out exons to connect the introns
d. Removal of 1+ nucleotides in the pre-mRNA transcript

2. Which snoRNA is the first to bind to the 5’ splice site during splicing?
a. U1
b. U2
c. U3
d. U4
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3. Which of the following is not a sequence that is required for splicing?
a. 5’ GU sequence
b. 3’ AG sequence
c. Branch Point
d. Splice Sequence

4. Guide RNAs are responsible for what?
a. Guiding the spliceosome to the correct splicing sequence
b. Determining the position of RNA editing
c. Adding the poly-A tail to the mRNA
d. Adding the 5’ cap to the mRNA
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5. RNA processing occurs where in the cell?
a. Nucleus
b. Cytoplasm
c. Endoplasmic Reticulum
d. Golgi
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CONCEPT: tRNA, rRNA, AND THE CODON CODE
Codon Code
● Translation is the process of converting nucleotides to amino acids
□ There are 4 nucleotides and 20 amino acids - therefore translation is not 1:1
□ A codon is a __________________________ of three nucleotides that encodes for a single amino acid
- A start codon (AUG) encodes for a specially labeled methionine as the starting amino acid
- A stop codon (UAA, UAG, and UGA) do not code for amino acids, but signal to stop translation
□ The genetic code is redundant (degenerate) = multiple combinations of nucleotides encode for one amino acid
- 64 total nucleotide combinations (4x4x4) encode for only 20 amino acids
- Lessens the effect of a single mutation
□ There are _________________ reading frames, each beginning with a different nucleotide within the first codon
- Only one reading frame specifies the correct protein
- Frameshift mutations are mutations that disrupt the correct reading frame
□ This code is nearly universal, but not entirely
- Mitochondria use AGA as a stop codon, and UGA to encode for the amino acid tryptophan
EXAMPLE: Three nucleotides encode for a single amino acid, or signal (start/stop) sequence
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tRNA Processing
● tRNAs are the ____________________ molecules responsible for matching amino acids with the proper codon
□ tRNAs are 75-80 nucleotides in length
- Form two double helices in an “L” shape
□ The structure of a tRNA contains two main parts: anticodon region and the amino acid binding region
- Anticodon: region on tRNA made of nucleotides that is complementary to the codon
- Amino acid binding region: 3’ end of the tRNA, which is single-stranded, and attaches to an amino acid
EXAMPLE: A tRNA molecules. Orange is the amino acid binding site, and blue is the anticodon site

□ tRNAs need to be _____________________________, but their processing is different than that of mRNAs
- Examples include: Addition of methyl groups, replacement of 3’ Uracils with CCA sequence
- Some contain introns, but not all
- There are around 50 nucleotide modifications commonly found in tRNAs
□ Some tRNAs attach to only one amino acid, some attach to multiple – tRNAs to amino acids are not 1:1
□ The wobble hypothesis allows for a mismatch between the codon and the anticodon at the third position
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● tRNAs work by bringing amino acids to the ribosome and acting as an intermediate between mRNA and amino acids
□ Aminoacyl tRNA synthetase attaches amino acids to the _______________ tRNA via catalyzing an ester bond
- Attaches to the 3’ end of the tRNA
- When the amino acid is attached the tRNA is said to be “active” or “charged”
- There is one synthase for each amino acid (20 total)
□ Certain factors allow for the ______________________________ of the correct amino acid to the correct tRNA
- The amino acid has the highest affinity for the active site of the tRNA synthase
- Proofreading occurs when the tRNA tries to “fit” into a specific pocket
- Correct amino acids are excluded and allowed to fully bind to the tRNA
EXAMPLE: Amino acid attached to a tRNA

rRNA Processing and Ribosomal Formation
● rRNAs (ribosomal RNA) form the majority of the ________________, which is responsible for translation RNA into protein
□ In prokaryotes there are three rRNAs (16S, 23S, and 5S rRNAs)
- Each are coded for in the same transcript
□ In eukaryotes, there are four rRNAs (5S, 5.8S, 28S, and 18S)
- The 5S, 5.8S and 28S are encoded on the same transcript
□ The rRNAs must be ____________________ and cleaved into individual rRNAs before forming the ribosome
- Processing includes making modifications to the nucleotides (ex: addition of methyl groups)
- Also includes forming complex structures and conformational changes
□ rRNAs make up around 70-80% of the cell’s total RNA
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EXAMPLE: Structure of the 5s rRNA

● The ribosome consists of ______________ subunits: the small subunit and the large subunit
□ In prokaryotes the small subunit is built with the 16S rRNA and the large subunit with the 23S and 5S rRNAs
□ In eukaryotes the small subunit is built with the 18S rRNA and the large subunit with the 5S 5.8S and 28S rRNAs
□ Small nuclear RNAs (snoRNA) ______________________ the pre-rRNA (unprocessed rRNA transcript)
- Bind to pre-rRNA and help them complex with proteins to form snoRNPs
- snRNPs help to position the rRNAs for the chemical reactions necessary for processing
□ The ribosome is formed through processed rRNAs and proteins
EXAMPLE: The large subunit (red) and small subunit (blue) fit together to form the ribosome
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PRACTICE
1. Which of the following is not true about the codon code?
a. One sequence (AUG) initiates transcription
b. The number of codons is more than the number of amino acids
c. Out of three possibilities there is only one correct start site (frame) for each gene
d. Anticodons are encoded in the DNA of the gene

2. Aminoacyl tRNA synthetase is an ezyme that is responsible for doing what?
a. Forming the tRNA into its cloverleaf structure
b. Binding the tRNA anticodon and mRNA codon together
c. Attaching the amino acid onto the tRNA
d. Attaching the amino acid onto the growing polypeptide chain
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3. Which of the following rRNAs make up the small subunit of the eukaryotic ribosome?
a. 18S
b. 5S
c. 16S
d. 28S
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CONCEPT: RNA TRANSLATION
Translation Overview
● Translation is the process of changing a mRNA transcript to a protein
□ The ribosome is the main _____________________________ of translation
- Contains two subunits: small and large
- Made up of a combination of rRNA (ribozymes) and protein
- RNA makes up 2/3s of the ribosome by weight
□ The ribosome binds to tRNAs in three __________________________: The A, P, and E sites
- A (aminoacyl) site: Site where tRNA recognizes the codon
- P (peptidyl) site: Site where the amino acid is linked to the polypeptide chain
- E (exit) site: Site where the tRNA exists the ribosome
□ An initiator tRNA bound to a methionine amino acid initiates translation
- In prokaryotes it is bound to a modified methionine called N-formylmethionine
- Binds to the start codon AUG
EXAMPLE: Overview of ribosomal sites and mRNA translation
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7 Translation Steps in Eukaryotes
1. The initiator tRNA binds to the small subunit of the ribosome and other translation initiation factors (IFs/eIFs)
- Binds to the P site – only the initiator tRNA can bind here if the large subunit isn’t attached
2. This complex binds to the 5’ end of the mRNA transcript and scans it until it reaches AUG

3. The large subunit is recruited to the AUG site - translation initiation proteins dissociate from complex

4. The amino acid is cleaved from the initiator tRNA in the P site, while the second tRNA is brought to the A site
- Large subunit: contains peptidyl trasnferase (23S rRNA) which bonds the amino acids together
- Small subunit: responsible for matching tRNAs to appropriate mRNA codons
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4. After linking amino acids, the ribosome moves three nucleotides (1 codon) moving the tRNA from P to E site
- Elongation factors (EFs) assist in translation elongation by hydrolyzing GTP
- Common ones include EF-tu – which promotes binding of tRNAs to mRNAs (prokaryotes)
5. The tRNA exits the ribosome and the process continues for the length of the mRNA
- The mRNA is pulled through the ribosome in a 5’ to 3’ direction

6. Translation is terminated when it reaches a stop codon: UAA, UAG, or UGA
- This causes the accumulation of release factors that signal the ribosome to hydrolyze a water molecule
7. The protein and ribosome are released from the mRNA – which can then start again

□ These steps can occur quickly and require lots of ribosomes
- 25% of E.coli weight is from ribosomes
- Mammals contain 10 million ribosomes
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Prokaryotic Translation
● Translation in prokaryotes _______________________ because there is no 5’ cap for the ribosome to bind
□ The Shine-Dalgamo sequences is where the prokaryotic ribosome binds upstream of start codon
□ The prokaryotic ribosome is slightly smaller than the bacterial ribosome
□ Antibiotics work by targeting prokaryotic ribosomes and leaving eukaryotic ribosomes alone
EXAMPLE: The shine-dalgamo sequence upstream of the AUG start codon

Polyribosomes
● Polyribosomes _________________ on a single transcript so multiple mRNA copies can be translated at the same time
□ Saves time, as it can take several minutes to copy a single transcript
□ Each ribosome can begin when the proceeding on has translated around ~80 nucleotides
- Contains two subunits: small and large
- Made up of a combination of rRNA (ribozymes) and protein
- RNA makes up 2/3s of the ribosome by weight
EXAMPLE: Example of polyribosomes on a single mRNA transcript

Polyribosomes
Polypeptide chains

mRNA
5'

3'
Ribosome
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PRACTICE
1. Which of the following is not true regarding translation?
a. Only the initiator tRNA can initiate translation
b. Only one ribosome can translate a gene at a time
c. Each tRNA must be passed through three sites on the ribosome
d. The large subunit is responsible for bonding amino acids together to form the polypeptide chain

2. Which ribosomal site of protein synthesis does the initiator tRNA bind to initiation translation?
a. A site
b. P site
c. E site
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3. Before translation initiation, which subunit of the ribosome is recruited to the mRNA first?
a. Small subunit
b. Large subunit
c. Both subunits are recruited to the mRNA at the same time

4.

Elongation factors get the energy to elongate the polypeptide chain through which of the following processes?
a. ATP hydrolysis
b. Break down of H2O
c. Formation of H2O
d. GTP hydrolysis
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5. What sequence does the prokaryotic ribosome bind in order to initiate translation?
a. Shine dalgamo sequence
b. Start codon: AUG
c. Start codon: UGA
d. Peptidyl sequence

6. True or False: Only one copy of a protein can be synthesized at one time.
a. True
b. False
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CONCEPT: mRNA EXPORT AND THE NUCLEUS
Nuclear Structures
● The nucleus consists many _____________________________________________ with different functions
□ The nuclear envelop is formed by two lipid bilayers
- Outer membrane is continuous with the ER
- The perinuclear space (space between two membranes) is the same as the ER lumen
□ Nuclear pore complexes reside in the nuclear envelop and __________________ the nucleoplasm and cytosol
- Cylindrical channel built from ~30 nucleoporin proteins
- Around 3000-4000 pores per cell
- Transfers proteins greater than 30,000 Daltons (smaller molecules just diffuse)
□ The nuclear lamina is a matrix of proteins that provides shape and support to the nucleus
- Lamins are proteins that line the inner surface of the nuclear membrane (10-40nm thick)
□ The nucleoulus is the location where ribosomes are ____________________________________
- Contains the nuclear organizer region (NOR) = stretch of DNA that contains multiple rRNA gene copies
- Proteins important for ribosomal synthesis also accumulate here
□ Other less known structures include cajal bodies, GEMs, and speckles
□ Chromatin (DNA and protein) is located within specific regions of the nucleus
- Heterochromatin (condensed chromatin) binds to specific regions of the nuclear envelop
EXAMPLE: Nucleus Structure
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mRNA export
● After transcription pre-mRNAs must be __________________ from the nucleus because translation occurs in the cytosol
□ A pre-mRNA must bind to the mRNP exporter before it will be exported
- A nuclear export signal is recognized by the exporter protein
□ pre-mRNA is exported through nuclear pore complexes
- Only correctly processed mRNA can be exported from the nucleus
- Travels 5’ through the pore
□ An exosome ____________________________ any improperly processed RNA and introns left in the nucleus
EXAMPLE: pre-mRNA exported from the nucleus into the cytosol

Nuclear Import
● Nuclear localization signals (NLS) are required for proteins needing to get into the nucleus
□ Contain large stretches of lysine and arginine
- Import is regulated by proteins binding to and block recognition of the NLS
□ The importin protein recognizes the ________________________ in the cytosol
- This protein is transported to the nucleus via the nuclear pore
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□ A RAN-GTP protein then binds to importin and releases the NLS containing protein into the nucleus
- Then the Ran-GTP – importin complex travels back through the nuclear pore
□ The RAN-GTP hydrolyzes to GDP and release importin – which is free to repeat the cycle
EXAMPLE: Process of nuclear import

PRACTICE:
1. Match the following nuclear locations to its function
i.
Nuclear pore complexes
_________
ii.
Nuclear lamina
_________
iii.
Nucleolus
_________
iv.
Nuclear Envelope
_________
A.
B.
C.
D.

Matrix of proteins that provide nuclear shape and structure
Processing of ribosomes
Separate the nucleus from the cytoplasm
Allow for transport between the nucleus and cytoplasm
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2. Ribosomes are synthesized in which of the following locations?
a. Nuclear Pore Complex
b. Nuclear Lamina
c. Nucleolus
d. Cytoplasm

3. Import of molecules into the nucleus requires the use of importin and RAN-GTP. When RAN-GTP binds to importin,
what happens to the molecule?
a. The molecule is released into the cytoplasm
b. The molecule is released into the nucleus
c. The molecule is bound in the cytoplasm
d. The molecule is bound in the nucleus
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4. True or False: Unprocessed mRNA is exported from the nucleus to be processed before translation.
a. True
b. False
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CONCEPT: RNA AND THE ORIGINS OF LIFE
Properties of RNA
● RNA has unique properties which indicate it ________________________________ both DNA and Proteins
□ RNA can fold into complex 3D structures
□ Ribozymes are RNA molecules that can catalyze chemical reactions
- Form by creating complex structures which catalyze chemical reactions
□ The shape of RNA can respond to small molecules, or other RNAs
- Conformational changes allow for regulation of various chemical reactions
EXAMPLE: 3D Structure of a Ribozyme

Requirements of Life
● Life requires the ability to __________________________ information
□ Heredity, which is the ability to pass genetic information to offspring is required for life
- Today, the mechanisms of heredity require significant amounts of energy and organic chemicals
□ Polynucleotide chains are able to store information
- Guide their own formation and replication
● Life requires the ability to ____________________________________ (catalyze) chemical reactions
□ Life sustaining chemical reactions occur too slowly to happen by chance
- RNA can catalyze chemical reactions
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□ Today, RNA has the ability to catalyze the formation of proteins (rRNA in ribosomes)
- Likely a remnant of evolution: RNAs were thought to be present before proteins
EXAMPLE: RNA as an information storage molecule

Evolution of RNA
● There were likely three main phases in the history of life
1. The pre-RNA world provided the ability to catalyze reactions before the creation of RNA
- There likely was a polymerase-like structure that was chemically simpler than RNA
- Eventually, this transitioned into RNA – and may have even catalyzed the first RNA molecules
- This potentially could have occurred before the first cell arose
2. The RNA world
- Chemical reactions likely occurred in compartments – to ___________________ chemical reactions
- The first cell likely had a membrane bilayer with catalytic RNA inside
- Because it was in a separate compartment, it could evolve
- At this time the RNA molecules likely could self-replicate
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3. Eventually, a transition to DNA occurred
- It is more ______________________ than RNA – deoxyribose is more complicated to make than ribose
- Eventually became the permanent information storage molecule

PRACTICE
1. Choose all of the following properties that indicates RNA pre-dated both DNA and proteins.
a. RNA has the ability to catalyze chemical reactions
b. RNA is extremely stable
c. RNA can fold into complex 3D shapes
d. RNA can store information
e. RNA is more complicated to make than DNA
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2. Ribozymes have catalytic functions because of why?
a. They bind to proteins, which allow them to exert their effect on other molecules
b. They are translated into proteins
c. They can fold into 3D conformations that act similarly to proteins
d. None of the above
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